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Goal
The goal of this document  is to help you opt imize your w ireless network to avoid the most  
common W i-Fi issues, such as devices falling off the network, roaming issues, and video 
calling issues. Radio power recommended levels have changed over t ime because the data 
needs of devices have changed over t ime. 

Background
Since w ireless data needs have evolved, so must  our w ireless deployments. W e used to 
worry only about  provid ing an adequate signal to our devices. Now , we also need to ensure 
that  every device can t ransmit  data at  the proper rate to sat isfy the more demanding 
applicat ions people use every day. This means using more APs, closer together, w ith lower 
radio power.
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Methodology
During test ing, segregate the bands by creat ing unique 2.4  and 5 GHz SSIDs so you know  
which band you’re connected to. Opt imize the 5 GHz band f irst , then focus on 2.4  GHz. Test  
each band ind ividually to ensure you have complete coverage.
 

W hy are we focusing on the 5GHz band f irst?
The 5 GHz band allows for faster data t ransfer rates and more channel select ion opt ions to 
allow  for less interference. If  a device is 5 GHz capable, you want  it  connected to the 5 GHz 
band. The below  chart  illust rates why.

 2.4  GHz 5 Ghz
Operating Distance Travels farther Less Range
Interference Very high Low
Barriers Less signal loss More signal loss
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W ireless Considerat ions
There are three major factors to consider when designing a W i-Fi project :

 W ireless antennas

 W ireless standards

 Build ing materials and environmental interference

W ireless antennas and standards exist  in APs and client  devices, w ith the lowest  common 
denominator determining the maximum speed. Build ing materials and environmental RF 
interference must  be considered, as well, as most  advert ised W i-Fi speeds were tested in a 
non-congested space w ith a clear line of sight  between the AP and client  device. This is 
covered later in Understanding Real-W orld Throughput .

Consider Site Survey Tools
MetaGeek’s W i-Fi surveying and t roubleshoot ing tools make W i-Fi deployments easier. 
Tools such as Tamograph allow  you to build  a heatmap of the site, so you have a good idea 
of where the APs should be p laced before rolling a t ruck. MetaGeek’s W ireless Spect rum 
Analyzer can help you ident ify environmental factors affect ing W i-Fi speeds, such as 
Bluetooth devices, Zigbee broadcasts, and other forms of RF interference.
 

W ireless Antennas
Antenna configurat ions (2×2, 3×3, 4×4) determine the maximum capacit y of the device, as 
shown in the table below .

Antenna 
Configuration

Max Speed for 80 2.11n (2.4  and 5 
GHz)

Max Speed for 80 2.11ac (5 
GHz)

1×1 150  Mbps 433 Mbps
2×2 30 0  Mbps 866 Mbps
3×3 450  Mbps 130 0  Mbps
4×4 60 0  Mbps 1733 Mbps

Important: Client  devices also have antenna configurat ions, and the smallest  antenna 
configurat ion determines the maximum throughput . If  a 2×2 device connects to an AP 
w ith a 4×4 configurat ion, it ’s considered a 2×2 connect ion, and the maximum possib le 
speed is 866 Mbps using 5 GHz. The same applies if  t he mobile device has a 4×4 
configurat ion and the AP has 2×2. Most  mobile devices have a 2×2 configurat ion.

Note: These are the maximum speeds reached in lab environments and are rarely 
achieved in real-world situat ions. See Understanding Real-W orld Throughput  for more 
informat ion.

 

W i-Fi Standards (n/ ac/ ax)
80 2.11n, ac, and ax are W i-Fi standards that  have progressively increased the data t ransfer 
rates our devices are capable of. You may have seen them referred to as W i-Fi 5 (ac) or W i-
Fi 6 (ax). W hat ’s important  to understand is that  these standards are backward compat ib le, 
but  that  doesn’t  mean that  a W i-Fi 6 device is going to make a W i-Fi 5 AP faster.
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Example: You installed an Araknis 810  Series AP for a customer, but  they’re only seeing 
about  85 Mbps on their smart  TV. The Araknis AP has a 4×4 antenna configurat ion and is ac 
compat ib le.
Check the Smart  TV’s specs. Odds are it  uses an older 80 2.11n chipset  which immediately 
brings the maximum speed down. Even w ith a 2×2 antenna configurat ion, there’s a 
Bluetooth soundbar and subwoofer in that  room, and a brick f irep lace between the TV and 
AP.
Checking the specif icat ions of the client  device you’re running a speed test  from is an 
important—and commonly missed—troubleshoot ing step.
 

Build ing Materials
Keep build ing materials in mind when p lacing APs throughout  a site. Below  is a chart  of 
common build ing materials and the expected amount  of signal loss they create.

Material Signal Loss
Hollow  wood door 4 dBm
Drywall 3 dBm
Brick 6 dBm
Concrete 8-15 dBm
Refrigerator 19 dBm
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Create a Start ing Point
Adjust  the power levels on all APs to Low (13 dBm) on the 2.4  GHz rad ios, and Medium (18 
dBm) on the 5 GHz rad ios.
 

W hy wouldn’t  I set  the power to MAX on my AP’s radios? Doesn’t  
that  g ive me more coverage and range?
Think about  it  t his way. An AP has radios w ith adjustable power levels. A  client  device has 
radios w ith f ixed power. A t  a lower AP radio power level, you can match the d istance of the 
signal range between the AP and the client  device. This means using more APs, closer 
together, w ith lower radio power.

This allows you to maintain a consistent  data t ransfer rate between an AP and client  device.
If  you increase the AP’s radio power, the AP could have a longer t ransmit  range than the 
device.
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W ith this signal gap, the client  device may not  be able to connect  to the AP. If  you are able 
to maintain a signal, you have a decreased data t ransfer rate, allow ing you to perform less-
demanding tasks like email or web browsing. W ith more demanding tasks like W i-Fi calling 
and video calls, you start  to see issues like dropped calls or spot t y connect ions.
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Adjust ing the Transmit  Power
If possib le, avoid any changes to the AP radio power levels described in the Creat ing a 
Start ing Point .
Physically move the APs closer or further apart  unt il t he AP-to-device measurement  meets 
the target values. If  you must  adjust  the t ransmit  power, do not  increase or decrease more 
than 3 dBm from the start ing point . Adjust ing the power level more than 3 dBm runs the risk 
of the AP’s signal range being higher than the client  device’s, or provid ing too weak a signal 
to provide useable data throughput .
The lower you set  the AP’s power level, the less throughput  you’re able to achieve at  greater 
d istances. It  is not  recommended to lower your power levels below  10 dBm, which most  
manufacturers don’t  allow , anyway. If  you f ind you need to reduce radio power to 10  dBm 
(2.4  GHz) and 15 dBm (5 GHz) or lower, you either need to remove an AP or rethink AP 
p lacement .
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Perform a Site Survey
Create a separate SSID for the 2.4  and 5 GHz bands while performing a site survey. This 
makes it  easy to know  where you’re at  while test ing.
Once the site survey is complete, we recommend g iving both SSIDs the same name to make 
it  easier for the customer to use. This avoids confusion and potent ial Technical Support  
calls. (SSIDs can use the same name w ithout  interfering w ith network communicat ions.)
If  you, or the customer, decide to keep them separate, make sure the customer knows the 
d if ference between the two SSIDs.

Important: Do not  permanent ly mount  devices unt il t he site survey is complete.

There are 2 parts to performing a proper W ireless Site Survey:
 1. Surveying the Signal Strength from AP to AP

This helps you approximate the proper mount ing locat ions for the APs in your 
system. 

 2. Surveying the Signal Strength from AP to Client Device
This is the most  important  value. Do your best  to keep this signal from get t ing too 
weak so you have enough signal to maintain high bandw idth data t ransfers from the 
client  device to the AP.

Unit s of measurement
Signal st rength can be measured one of two ways: RSSI (received signal st rength ind icator)  
or dBm. Depending on the applicat ion being used, it ’s good to know  how  these unit s of 
measurement  d if fer.

 RSSI is a relat ive unit  of measurement  that  depends on the device’s W i-Fi card.

 dBM is an absolute unit  of measurement , using mW  (milliwat t s) .

W i-Fi signal st rength is measured in signal loss, meaning that  the value is a negat ive 
number. The closer you are to zero the bet ter, though you’ll rarely see a measurement  
bet ter than -30 .
 

Surveying the Signal St rength from AP to AP
Most  APs typ ically provide a feature to scan the surrounding area for other APs. For 
specif ics on the feature, see the AP’s user manual. Below  are the basics to f ind ing 
approximate mount ing locat ions for your APs.
Place the f irst  and second APs in temporary locat ions, then perform a scan from the f irst  AP.
The next  AP should be at  an RSSI of between -65 and -70  dBm. Move the second AP closer 
if  t he signal between them is too weak, and further away if  t he signal is too st rong. This 
should put  the APs at  a rough d istance that  provides adequate signal to a client  device that  
is between them, which is why we’ll be surveying the signal from the AP to the client  device 
next , using a W i-Fi analyzer app.

Note:APs have much st ronger radios than a client  device does, so -70  dBm from AP to 
AP is much d if ferent  than -70  dBm from AP to client  device. The target  range of -65 and 
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-70  can be debated, but  this range is what  our support  team finds most  helpful to f ind an 
approximate AP locat ion. Surveying the signal from AP to client  device g ives you more 
defined values for f inal p lacement .

Surveying the Signal St rength from AP to Client  Device
Install a W i-Fi analyzer app on your device. A  quick search for “W i-Fi analyzer”  in the 
Google Play provides p lenty of opt ions. For iOS, use their A irPort  Ut ilit y app. W e’ve 
partnered w ith MetaGeek for their W i-Fi tools that  include a spectacular W i-Fi analyzer, 
which measures in dBm.
A W i-Fi analyzer app d isp lays the w ireless signal st rength from all t he APs broadcast ing in 
your area. The result s that  are d isp layed are very similar to the result s seen in the scans 
done in the AP but  are provided in real t ime, and adjust  as you move w ith the device 
running the analyzer app.
In a mult ip le-AP deployment , stand d irect ly between the two APs w ith the W i-Fi analyzer 
app running. The target  values are:

 5GHz Targetof -65 (RSSI or dBm)

 2.4GHz Targetof -70  (RSSI or dBm)

Note: The unit  of measurement  depends on the applicat ion being used.

Maintaining these target  values between APs ensures you’re not  losing too much signal 
from the AP, result ing in a st rong W i-Fi connect ion and consistent  data t ransfer rate. For 
this reason, you want  to make sure that  your 5 GHz device never falls below  this value at  any 
point  in the system.

W hy These Values?
Client  device manufacturers t yp ically set  their roaming threshold to about  -65 through -70  
dBm. For this reason, we suggest  a 5 GHz target  of -65 dBm to account  for the most  
sensit ive devices.
You may have not iced that  the 2.4  GHz target  is lower. This is for a few  reasons:

 2.4GHz devices do not  t yp ically require high data t ransfer rates. 

 If  a device does require high data t ransfer rates, it  can most  likely use a 5GHz 
connect ion. 

 Devices prefer the st rongest  signal they see.

 If  t he 2.4  GHz RSSI is weaker than the 5 GHz RSSI at  the roaming point  between APs, 
the 5 GHz signal is always preferred.

Note: Roaming behavior is dependent  on the client  device manufacturer. Some devices 
prefer a 5GHz signal, some look for the st rongest  signal availab le and may move 
between 2.4  and 5GHz. Not  all devices are 5 GHz capable, so we need to accommodate 
those devices, as well.
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Opt imize the Channels
The goal is to p lace the APs on channels as far apart  from each other as possib le. Manually 
p lacing each AP on a channel makes sure the APs p laced in the system aren’t  interfering 
w ith each other.
Use site survey tools to see what  channel the APs are broadcast ing on. Most  APs have an 
auto-channel feature that  looks for the least -congested radio channel in the area on startup, 
but  it  is not  perfect . The AP checks the channels only at  t ime of startup, so if  t here are 
mult ip le APs on site, the channels can quickly change. A lso, other devices on site may not  
current ly be turned on and broadcast ing their RF signals.
Example: In a two-AP system, p lace one AP on channel 36 on the 5 GHz band, and the other 
on channel 165. Remember to use site survey tools, such as a spect rum analyzer, to see if  t he 
channels you’re p lacing the AP on aren’t  already congested w ith interference from a 
neighbor’s AP or other devices in the environment .
 

General Guidelines for Channel Select ion
5GHz Band

 Use non-DFS channels (36-48 and 149-165). 

 W hen using one or two APs, a channel w idth of 80  MHz can be used, if  your site survey 
does not  show  a congested 5 GHz band.

 If  using three or more APs, a channel w idth of 40  MHz is recommended. This has less 
throughput  potent ial but  creates a 5 GHz network that  isn’t  as suscept ib le to 
interference.

Note: DFS channels are reserved for government  radar systems, and not  all devices are 
able to connect  to them. If  you use a DFS channel for your AP, it  can be booted to 
another channel, interfering w ith the customer’s W i-Fi system.

 
2.4GHz Band

 Use channels 1, 6, and 11.

 Do not  use a channel w idth of 40  MHz.
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 A  W i-Fi router or access point  co-located w ith a mesh cont roller can overpower all 
Zigbee communicat ion to that  cont roller, even if  t he channels are not  overlapping. 
A lways move the AP at  least  5 meters (15 feet )  away from the mesh cont roller.

The 2.4  GHz band allows the use of channels 1-11, but  W i-Fi is t yp ically const rained to 
channels 1, 6, and 11. These channels are chosen because they allow  the most  amount  of 
separat ion from each other. W hile you could use channels 2 and 9 in a two-AP system, odds 
are you’re going to cause massive amounts of interference w ith the neighbors, and vice 
versa.
 
Working Around Zigbee Channels

The Zigbee standard defines 15 channels, all w ithin the 2.4  GHz radio band. Because W i-Fi 
shares this band w ith Zigbee and can easily interfere w ith it , you must  p lan Zigbee channels 
to work alongside W i-Fi channels w ithout  interference. Zigbee channels are numbered 11-25, 
but  they overlap many of the same frequencies as W i-Fi channels 1-11. Zigbee channels are 
narrow  (2 MHz w ide), while W i-Fi channels are w ide (22 MHz), so a single W i-Fi channel can 
interfere w ith mult ip le Zigbee channels.
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Channel W idth
Increasing channel w idth decreases the number of availab le channels by combining them. 
This increases potent ial throughput , but  also increases the likelihood of interference.
As you can see by the below  image, using anything more than 20  MHz on a 2.4  GHz band 
great ly increases the risk for interference and is st rongly d iscouraged.

5 GHz has many more channels availab le, allow ing the possib ilit y of w idening the channel. 
It ’s not  recommended to go above 80  MHz, because it  interferes w ith DFS channels. Going 
below  40  MHz decreases the potent ial throughput .

Our recommendat ion is to use 80  MHz if  the system has two APs, and 40  MHz if  using three 
or more. There are except ions, but  it ’s best  to use proper site survey tools before using 
three or more APs w ith 80  MHz channels. This increases the risk of the APs interfering w ith 
each other or get t ing interference from other devices in the environment .
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Understanding Real-W orld Throughput
There are two facts we can't  ignore:

 1. Internet  Service Providers ( ISPs) have increased their speed offerings to consumers.

 2. Consumers’ expectat ions have increased dramat ically when it  comes to their W i-Fi 
experience.

A lmost  every major networking equipment  manufacturer has a product  that  boasts 
phenomenal W i-Fi speeds: “120 0  Mbps,”  “1750  Mbps,”  or “come here for 260 0  Mbps!”  But  
when the integrator sells those W i-Fi speeds to the consumer, realit y hit s after deployment . 
Speeds are not  near what  has been advert ised, dead spots st ill exist , and buffering is the kiss 
of death when the consumer paid for full-g igabyte service from the ISP.
Networking equipment  manufacturers (ourselves included) have fallen into what  we call 
"the numbers game." Let 's take a 3×3 W ireless AC access point , for example:
The advert ised speed for this product  is 1750  Mbps. Pret t y great  when you have 450  Mbps 
coming from the ISP, right? Before you get  excited, let 's break down how  manufacturers got  
the 1750  Mbps number. The math is simple: we have 3 st reams on 2.4  GHz and 3 st reams on 
5 GHz radio interfaces. Per 80 2.11ac standards, on 2.4  GHz radio, when a device establishes a 
connect ion w ith the access point using 40  MHz channel bonding (MCS7), then the st ream 
maximum throughput  is 150  Mbps. W e have 3 st reams on 2.4  GHz, so this equals 450  Mbps 
on the 2.4  GHz radio. Similarly (again per 80 2.11ac standard), when a device establishes a 
connect ion w ith the access point  using a 5 GHz radio and 80  MHz channel bonding (MCS9), 
then the st ream maximum throughput  is 433.3 Mbps (5 GHz has more throughput  than 2.4  
GHz). W e have 3 st reams on 5 GHz, as well, so this equals 130 0  Mbps on 5 GHz. Now , since 
the access point  is dual-band concurrent , combine the maximum speeds on both interfaces 
and voila! W e have 450  Mbps + 130 0  Mbps = 1750  Mbps!

Because that  graphic makes it  much simpler to understand…
The main problem w ith this math—while technically correct—is that  it 's not  realist ic.
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So, W hat  Is Realist ic?
Start ing w ith 2.4  GHz interface, since the spect rum is very congested and the number of 
non-overlapping channels on the 2.4  GHz spect rum is lim ited to 3 channels, each of which is 
20  MHz w ide, there are no devices that  negot iate 40  MHz channel bonding on 2.4  GHz. The 
probabilit y of frame ret ransmits is very high when using 40  MHz on a 2.4  GHz radio due to 
noise or interference. So, achieving 40  MHz channel bonding on 2.4  GHz—while technically 
possib le and tested in labs—is virtually impossib le in real life. Devices opt  for 20  MHz 
channel bonding only, which result s in the case of 3 st reams to a maximum of 195 Mbps 
(remember it  was 450  Mbps in the ideal state).In addit ion, W i-Fi as a technology is a shared 
medium. In other words, it 's a half-duplex medium.  Only one device can talk at  any one point  
in t ime: either the access point  to a client  device or a client  device to the access point . This 
means the maximum 195 Mbps is effect ively a maximum of 97 Mbps realized by the client  
device ( it  must  listen half of the t ime, assuming no one else is “ talking”  to the access point ) .
The fun doesn't  stop here—this 97 Mbps assumes the w ireless medium is used 10 0 % of t ime 
to t ransmit  content  ( for example, a YouTube video st ream), but  that 's not  the case. Since it 's 
a shared medium, W i-Fi is notorious for having management  t raff ic overhead in order to 
cont rol who is talking at  one point  of t ime and who gets to talk next . This management  
overhead increases dramat ically by three factors:

 1. Number of SSIDs advert ised on an access point

 2. Number of access points in the locat ion

 3. Number of W i-Fi devices in the locat ion

The more of these three factors, the more coord inat ion and management  messages need to 
be sent , occupying valuable airt ime that  could be used to t ransmit  actual t raff ic. A lso, 
interference causes fault y frames to be received, which t riggers ret ransmits and slows down 
mechanisms, lowering the effect ive throughput .
In addit ion, the maximum throughput  assumes you have a clear line of sight  and a very lit t le 
d istance between the device and the access point . The further the client  device moves away 
from the access point , the weaker you’re the signal, and the lower the throughput . The same 
logic and lim itat ions go to 5 GHz radio.
So, what  does that  mean to the effect ive real-life throughput? In order to answer that , we 
have to f lip  the perspect ive of the above f igure to be from the client  device t rying to 
connect  to an access point . A ll t he aspects listed below  dramat ically affect  the throughput  
of the device:
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 Radio Interface: Big d if ference between 2.4  GHz and 5 GHz from a nominal speed 

perspect ive.

 Number of streams: It 's a two-way st reet  between the device and the access point . 
Most  mobile devices have two st reams only.

 Channel Bonding: If  t he radio interface is 2.4  GHz, 20  MHz is the realist ic channel 
bandw idth. If  5 GHz, we start  w ith 80  MHz but  can automat ically fall back to 40  MHz 
if  the environment  is noisy.

 Half-Duplex Nature: By design, W i-Fi is half duplex, so whatever the maximum 
negot iated throughput , it 's cut  in half because of this.

 W i-Fi Overhead: The more access points and SSIDs at  a locat ion, the less effect ive 
the w ireless medium is.

 W ireless Contention: The more W i-Fi devices t rying to connect  to an access point , 
the longer a certain device wait s before it  gets a chance to talk.

 Distance from the AP: A lso known as signal st rength, which degrades naturally w ith 
d istance as well as obstacles near the locat ion.

  Interference: A ll sources of interference severely affect  the effect ive throughput .

 Legacy Devices: Because of the half-duplex nature, if  t here is an old device talking 
at  54 Mbps on the network, all other devices w ill wait longer for the old device to 
f inish talking.

 TCP Acknowledgements: If  t he connect ion is TCP, it  adds a lot  of overhead to the 
medium because every packet  needs to be acknow ledged by the receiver.

 Retransmits: If  one b it  of a frame is corrupted due to collision, the ent ire frame 
needs to be ret ransmit ted.

These factors subt ract  from the nominal throughput  and vary w idely by each locat ion or 
t ime frame. This result s in rules-of-thumb throughput  f igures rather than concrete numbers 
(more of an average than a measurement ) . W e f ind that  a good 2.4  GHz environment  
provides an effect ive throughput  between 20  Mbps-40  Mbps, while a good 5 GHz 
environment  provides 150  Mbps-40 0  Mbps effect ive throughput . These are b ig deltas from 
the advert ised maximum theoret ical numbers by networking equipment  manufacturers, 
which are, again, technically not  w rong.
So, the next  t ime a customer asks you, “ I just  signed up for 30 0  Mbps internet ; w ill I get  30 0  
Mbps across the house via W i-Fi?" The answer is: technically yes, but  realist ically not  likely.
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AP Features and Our Recommendat ions
80 2.11r Fast  Roaming /  Fast  Transit ion
Enable this feature if  t he site has mult ip le APs. Keep in mind that  devices that  do not  
support  this protocol may not  connect  or may intermit tent ly lose connect ion. Disable Fast  
Roaming as a t roubleshoot ing step if  a device refuses to connect .
W e do not  recommend enabling the follow ing protocols unless you have a specif ic use case:
 

Band Steering
Do not  enable. There’s no indust ry standard for band steering, so AP and client  device 
manufacturers implement  it  d if ferent ly, causing communicat ion issues.
Mult icast  Enhancement

 This set t ing converts mult icast  t raff ic from the LAN to unicast  t raff ic when t ransmit ted 
to w ireless

 This feature is meant  to improve mult icast  communicat ion over a w ireless connect ion

 However, it  can create issues for some mult icast  communicat ion

 

RSSI Threshold /  Client  Reject
This feature is not  recommended. It  sets an RSSI cutoff that  d isconnects devices when they 
reach the set  value.
Example: You set  a cutoff value that  causes the AP to d isconnect  devices at  80 % of the AP’s 
maximum t ransmit  power. The client  device doesn’t  understand why it  d isconnected and 
can potent ially get  stuck in a loop t rying to reconnect . The customer perceives this as a W i-
Fi issue, and it ’s going to drain the client  device’s bat tery.
 

MAC Address Filtering
Not  recommended, as it  t yp ically creates a problem when configured from an AP. If  you 
need to keep a device off the network, check the router’s manual to see if  it  has a MAC 
filt ering feature.
Example: The AP has a client  device’s MAC address listed in the MAC filt ering table. The 
client  device doesn’t  know  this and cont inues to t ry and connect , which can result  in a loop. 
The customer perceives this as a W i-Fi issue, and it ’s going to drain the client  device’s 
bat tery.
 

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP)
Typically configured on network sw itches. The use case for an AP is ext remely rare.
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